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On 8 February 2017, the Government
said they would transfer just 350 unac-
companied children from refugee camps
in France, Greece and Italy to live in the
UK. This is only 10% of the number that
they had previously committed to.

This announcement is no surprise — it
represents a hardening of attitudes against
immigration in the wake of the Brexit refer-
endum vote. In May 2016, then PM David
Cameron had agreed to Lord Dubs’ amend-
ment to the Immigration Bill  which called
for 3,000 children to come. Dubs revised his
target to say the UK should take a “specified
number” of lone children, the number to be
agreed later in discussion with local author-
ities. But, certainly, Dubs’ expectation was
that the figure would be around 3,000.

More page 5

Ann Field reports on the Russian
Parliament decriminalising domestic
violence. See page 2

Russia 
and domestic 
violence



By Ann Field
10,000 women in Russia die of
domestic violence every year.
40% of all serious violent crime
in Russia and over 25% of mur-
ders take place in the home.
Around 36,000 women are vic-
tims of domestic violence every
day, and so too are 26,000 chil-
dren.

These are the official statistics.
The real statistics will be far higher.
Many women do not report inci-
dents of domestic violence, either
for fear of repercussions from their
husband or partner, or because
complaints are often ignored by the
police.

Children have even less chance
of securing legal protection against
domestic violence.

That provides the context for a
new law decriminalising “modest”
domestic violence which was voted
through by the Russian Parliament
(Duma) in January and then signed
off by President Putin.

The new law — in fact an amend-
ment to legislation passed last year
— makes domestic violence an ad-
ministrative rather than a criminal
offence, provided that: the violence
is being committed for the first
time, and it does not result in in-
juries requiring hospital treatment.

Beatings which cause “only”
bruises or bleeding will therefore
no longer be a criminal offence.

Under the new law anyone wish-
ing to lodge a complaint about do-
mestic violence must obtain their
own doctor’s report and collect
other relevant evidence. Previously,
the police were obliged, at least in
theory, to actively investigate alle-
gations of domestic violence.

The penalty for the administra-
tive offence of domestic violence is
a fine of between 5,000 and 30,000
rubles (£412), 60 to 120 hours of
community work, or 10 to 15 days
in jail (“administrative arrest”).

A repeat offender who commits
“modest” domestic violence within
a year of the first offence faces the
penalty of a higher fine (40,000
rubles), longer community service
(240 hours), or a longer period of
“administrative arrest” (three
months).

The downgrading of “modest”
domestic violence from a criminal
offence to an administrative one
was an initiative of Yelena
Mizulina, a member of the ruling
pro-Putin United Russia party.

According to Mizulina, in tradi-
tional Russian families “the rela-
tionship between parents and their
children is built on authority and
power.” Family members should
not be criminalised just because of
“a slap”. To do so would cause “ir-
reparable damage to family rela-
tionships.”

As her proposal was making its
way through the Duma, Mizulina
tweeted: “How many families will

waste police resources while the
Duma discusses [the amendment]?
There are 20 million families in the
Russian Federation. All of them are
in danger.”

Mizulina was careful to a fault to
define the parameters of her leg-
islative initiative: “It is a matter of
beatings which do not require med-
ical intervention, because they do
not cause any harm to health. They
involve the most minimal family
arguments with the most minimal
consequences.”

In another speech to the Duma
Mizulina defined “modest” domes-
tic violence as “punishments which
do not contradict the system of
family values.” Decriminalisation
would “allow the family to be pro-
tected from unfounded interven-
tions” and also protect “the
traditional family”.

Mizulina has “form” in defend-
ing “the traditional family”. She
supports drastic restrictions on
abortions (including a ban on abor-
tions without the husband’s con-
sent) and a ban on “gay
propaganda”. She opposes surro-
gate pregnancies and what she calls
the “paedophile lobby”. And she
advocates a tax on divorce and
state propaganda to encourage big-
ger families.

Along with delegates from pro-
fascist and anti-semitic organisa-
tions, in November of 2013
Mizulina – who believes that the
statement “gays are people too”
constitutes political extremism – at-
tended a conference in Leipzig en-
titled “For the Future of the Family.
Are European Nations Threatened
with Extinction?”

As Mizulina’s “reform” passed
through its three readings in the
Duma, the number of votes cast
against it varied between one and
three. A proposed amendment that
children and pregnant women
should be excluded from the new

law was also voted
down by the Duma.

According to one
of the United Russia
parliamentary lead-
ers, the new law
proves that “the
Duma is not head-
ing along the road of
putting pressure on
the family.” Accord-
ing to the leader of
the more right-wing
LDPR, the law “does
not destroy but pre-
serves the family.
The way to stop
beatings is to marry
for love.”

And according to
the head of the Russ-
ian Orthodox
Church’s commis-
sion on family mat-
ters, state
intervention into in-
ternal family matters

was “a western imposition”, and
“not even Hitler could have dreamt
up some of the things happening
now in northern Europe.”

An article in Komsomolskaya
Pravda explained: “Recent scientific
studies show the wives of angry
men have a reason to be proud of
their bruises. Biologists say that
beaten-up women have a valuable
advantage: they more often give
birth to boys.”

(This appeared in the “science”
section of the newspaper, but was
amended after protests.)

Maria Mamikonyan, leader of
the Russian Parental Resistance
campaign supported Mizulina’s
proposal because it was ridiculous
to “criminalise ordinary educa-
tional slaps, which almost all fami-
lies use to let children know their
limits.”

At a press conference held last
December Putin himself decried
the use of violence to resolve family
arguments, but then went on to de-
clare that “unceremonious interfer-
ence with the family is
impermissible.”

There was certainly opposition to
the legislative “reform”, albeit from
outside of the Duma. A petition
against decriminalisation attracted
some 200,000 signatures. But re-
peated plans for a demonstration in
Moscow were blocked by the au-
thorities.

Under the Legal Code adopted
by the Bolsheviks in 1922 the cen-
turies-long sanctioning of domestic
violence in Tsarist legislation was
abolished. Domestic violence
ceased to be a “different kind” of
violence.

Putin’s decriminalisation of
“modest” domestic violence is
another sign of how backward-
looking and reactionary his poli-
tics are, as too are his own
invocations of “traditional Russ-
ian values”.
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Yelena Mizulina advocates decriminalising domestic
violence to “protect the family”. She is also in favour
of restricting abortion and is virulently anti-LGBT

By Michael Johnson
Local community and Labour
Party resistance is growing to
Labour-led Haringey Council’s
plans to put £2 billion of public
assets in a Haringey Develop-
ment Vehicle (HDV) — a body
half-owned by the council and
half by a private developer.

The proposed scheme, the largest
of its kind ever attempted by a local
authority, will see homes, schools,
libraries and land handed over to
the new HDV. 

Previous similar schemes were
on a smaller scale but did not end
well. Croydon Council pulled out
after a dispute with the developer,
and Tory-controlled Tunbridge
Wells paid substantial initial out-
lays to set up a development vehi-
cle, only to end up paying a quarter
of a million pounds to extract the
local authority from the contract
and set up a council-run develop-
ment vehicle instead.

With whole estates such as
Northumberland Park set for dem-
olition (the “decanting” of resi-
dents, as the Council puts it), there
has been unclear and conflicting in-
formation about re-housing and
guarantees over tenants’ rights to
return to properties on existing
terms. Added to this are concerns
over lack of provision of social
housing and about the affordability
of the “affordable housing”envis-
aged by the scheme.

The short-list for bidders for the
proposed development vehicle in-
cludes Lendlease, the parent com-
pany of Abigroup, which in 2012
brought 54 separate court charges
and a civil case against Brisbane-
based trade unionist and Workers’
Liberty Australia member, Bob
Carnegie. 

This was in connection for Bob’s
role in supporting a eight-week dis-

pute at the Queensland Children’s
Hospital construction site over
workers’ wages and conditions.
Bob beat the charges after an inter-
national solidarity campaign, and
walkouts of construction workers
in Queensland and across Australia. 

That such a rapacious profiteer-
ing and union-busting firm could
soon be working in “partnership”
with Haringey Council should be a
concern for every local resident and
worker.

A report by the council’s own
housing and regeneration scrutiny
panel outlined serious concerns
over the size, scale and governance
arrangements for the proposed de-
velopment scheme, including a lack
of democratic oversight and the fi-
nancial risks involved. The report,
recommending a delay in the plan,
was supported by Haringey Coun-
cil’s overview and scrutiny commit-
tee on 17 January.

Soon afterwards, both Tottenham
CLP and Hornsey and Wood Green
CLP voted on motions backing the
call for the plans to be halted. 

Nevertheless, the Labour group
on the council, spearheaded by
Claire Kober and Alan Strickland,
steamrolled the concerns of the
local Labour Party, and many of
their own backbench councillors, to
push on with their pet project.

Local activists from both CLPs,
Haringey Momentum, trades
unions and community campaign-
ers from organisations such as De-
fend Council Housing, have been
working together to leaflet local res-
idents and build the demonstration
on 14 February outside the
Haringey Civic Centre. 

As we go to press, Haringey’s
Cabinet meets to consider the
future of the HDV. If it presses
ahead, opposition and resistance
will only continue to grow across
the borough. 

Four times more unequal
According to the Financial Times (13 February), even big business
people are starting to think that top-manager pay has gone over
the top.

Don’t expect anything too socialistic, but “long-term incentive plans”
are being looked at more sourly, as research results heap up to show that
the “incentives” have little correlation with business success.

The FT reports that top bosses now get an average of £4.3 million a
year. “The pay ratio of the average blue-chip chief executive to the aver-
age worker, about 140 times in the UK, has escalated from about 33 times
in 1984... Pay growth in the US has been even more extreme. A report
last spring by the AFL-CIO union... calculated a multiple of 335 times. 

“Two decades ago it was below 50”.

Russia decriminalises
domestic violence

Stop council give-away



By Simon Nelson
For a large part Trump has been
giving jobs and boosting the ca-
reers of old friends with no polit-
ical experience. Some of his
appointees do have greater po-
litical clout. They are not, how-
ever, better people.

Now confirmed as the new At-
torney General, Senator Jeff Ses-
sions has a long career opposing
civil rights and supporting extreme
protectionism. 

Ostensibly now in charge of civil
rights, Sessions was first in the na-

tional news in 1985 when he prose-
cuted three black civil rights work-
ers in Alabama for “voter fraud.”

The charges relating to the use of
absentee ballots were only brought
against black activists and not a sin-
gle conviction was made. That has-
n’t stopped Sessions from
continuing to defend the prosecu-
tion. A source in the New York Times
said was this “conviction” was why
Trump’s people believed he is the
right man for the job.

It was just a year after the Ala-
bama case when Sessions was
blocked from becoming a federal

judge because of racist remarks. He
is one of only two people in the last
50 years to have his appointment
blocked.

Sessions has denied the allega-
tions of racism from Thomas Fig-
ures, a former black US assistant
attorney who said Session ad-
dressed him as “boy” and told to be
careful what he said to “white
folks.”

Sessions is on record as believing
the National Association for the
Advancement of Colored People
(NAACP) is “un-American” and
“communist inspired”. Why? Be-
cause for Sessions they “try to force
civil rights down the throats of peo-
ple.” 

While the police were investigat-
ing the murder of Michael Donald,
a black man, it was revealed he had
been kidnapped, killed and strung
up from a tree by two members of
the Ku Klux Klan. Sessions’ only re-
mark was that he thought the Klan
were okay until he found out they
used marijuana. 

At Sessions’ confirmation hear-
ing Senator Elizabeth Warren was
stopped from reading a letter writ-
ten by Coretta Scott King, the civil
rights activist, opposing his nomi-
nation as a federal judge in Ala-
bama. The letter most pointedly

says, “The irony of Mr Sessions’
nomination, is that, if confirmed, he
will be given a life tenure for doing
with a federal prosecution what the
local sheriffs accomplished 20 years
ago, with clubs and cattle prods.”

Session believes the law con-
strains the police’s ability to do
their job. He has opposed federal
investigations and enforcement of
consent decrees which compel alle-
gations of corruption and violence
in police departments to be investi-
gated and changed. While investi-
gations have been largely

ineffective, opposing them and de-
scribing them as “one of the most
dangerous, and rarely discussed,
exercises of raw power” shows Ses-
sions has no interest in civil rights,
particularly when the people in-
volved are not white.

Sessions has always been an out-
lier in the Senate, always on the ex-
treme protectionist right of the
Republicans. He co-authored an
op-ed in the Washington Post argu-
ing against the US free trade deals
including NAFTA and CETA.

In 2015 he voted against the ma-
jority of the Republican Senate Ju-
diciary Committee over a policy
that the Senate would not create
legislation that discriminated on
the basis of religion. His speech
against was to stop an amendment
enshrining “so-called immigrant’s
rights.”

He was one of the few champi-
ons of Trump’s campaign for the
“Muslim ban” and has been push-
ing the administration to act swiftly
and decisively on many of Trump’s
pledges, to shore up the Trump
base. 

With Sessions as the country’s
top prosecutor, attempts to in-
vestigate Trump’s business deals
and corruption will be vastly cur-
tailed.

By Claudia Raven
The US radical feminist group
Women’s Liberation Front
(WOLF) have teamed up with the
Family Policy Alliance, a section
of Focus on the Family, to fight
against a federal protection for
transgender people in the edu-
cation system. 

Title IX was written to protect
women and girls from discrimina-
tion on the basis of sex in education
programs or activities that receive
federal funding. The bone of con-
tention is that the legal category of
“sex” in Title IX has recently been
changed to “gender identity”. This
means that schools which discrim-
inate against transgender people
will no longer be able to receive
federal funding.

Focus on the Family is an evan-
gelical Christian fundamentalist
group, which heavily promotes
sexist and homophobic views. They
are famous for promoting violence
as a means of controlling children
and describing “submissiveness to
husbands” as a characteristic to cul-
tivate in women.

They have previously regarded
feminism as an enemy: “everything
radical feminists have advocated
for regarding sexuality and family
relationships call women to deny
their womanhood in an effort to be
like men. These are primarily abor-

tion, sexual aggression and cohabi-
tation.”  WOLF and Focus on the
Family would normally balk at
each other.

However, in recent years WOLF
has been a force to organise against
trans women. Although their state-
ment of Principles includes “abol-
ishing gender”, they argue that
gender identity theory “seeks to
erase women as a legal class”.

WOLF argue that cisgender
women have been sold out by the
rest of the feminist movement and
the left on this issue. The two
groups have been able to link up
because they agree that transgen-
der people are morally wrong and
dangerous to women. 

The idea that sex is binary and
determined by genitalia at birth is
a flawed one — it ignores the bio-
logically complex nature of sex and
its presentations and the existence

of intersex people for a start — but
this reductionist view of woman-
hood is especially ironic in the con-
text of radical feminists’ opposition
to sexual objectification of women
in porn and sex work.

Women are not just vaginas,
uteruses and breasts, and nor is our
oppression only sexual and mater-
nity-related. Systematic oppression
of women and the maintenance of
strict gender roles exists in society
to serve capitalist interests without
most people having to see us
naked.

When trans-exclusionary radical
feminists prioritise the exclusion of
trans women over the breakdown
of gender norms, they display a
poor understanding of the oppres-
sion they seek to fight.

WOLF has succeeded in its stated
aim to gather media attention and
fundraising from this alliance, but
they have also shown that their ha-
tred for trans women is greater
than their opposition to horren-
dous religious misogyny and ho-
mophobia. A feminism that claims
to speak for all women whilst
working with those who seek to
ban abortion, remove rights from
lesbians and condemn working
women to lives of drudgery is no
use at all.

Workers’ Liberty is socialist
feminist, and supports the rights
of all women, including trans
women.

NEWS 3@workerslibertyWorkers’ Liberty

Jeff Sessions

WOLF propaganda

Protest against Trump,
20 February
Donald Trump’s national security adviser, Michael Flynn, resigned
on 13 February, facing charges of unauthorised freelance dealings
with the Putin regime in Russia.

As we go to press, signals suggest that the Trump
administration may not appeal to the Supreme Court against
judges’ striking-down of its “Muslim ban”. Trump talks of issuing
a new “executive order” to target migrants and travellers.

A protest against Trump, and against Theresa May’s fawning
invitation to him for a state visit, is set for 20 February: 6pm at
Parliament Square, London: bit.ly/trump20feb

By Colin Foster
Probably for the first time since
extended families ceased to be
the norm, retired people are
now better-off, on average and
after housing costs, than work-
ing-age people.

“Having been £70 a week lower
than typical working-age incomes
in 2001-02, typical pensioner
households now have incomes
that are £20 a week higher than
their working-age counterparts”,
reports the Resolution Foundation
(bit.ly/rf-report).

A sizeable minority of pension-
ers are on good pensions (from

schemes now closed down or cut
back), and have paid off their
mortgages, while wages have stag-
nated and rents have soared.

The report also finds that the
generations born 1966-80 and
1981-2000 are (by income after
housing costs) the most unequal
since figures can be calculated,
back to and including those born
1881-1895.

The baby-boomer generation,
born 1946-65, matches that in-
equality-by-income peak for its
late-50s cohort. 

Inequality among its pension-
ers is lower, but still high, de-
spite the relative boost in
average pensioner incomes.

Jeff Sessions: a danger to US civil rights

US radical feminists team up
with fundamentalist bigots

The most unequal ever



Neil Laker and Mike Zubrowski (Solidarity
429) agree that nuclear power is “better
than many on the left see it”, but argue for
only marginal use on grounds of the finite
supply of uranium ore and higher carbon-
dioxide emissions from nuclear than from
hydro-electric or large wind turbines.

The source they cite estimates median CO2

emission rates at about 15 units for nuclear,
compared to 30 for small and medium wind-
power projects, 80-odd for solar, 500 for gas,
and 900 for coal.

Uranium is abundant for the foreseeable
future — approximately as common as tin or
zinc. Nuclear fission options also include re-
actors using thorium. Thorium-based reac-
tors now being developed are extra safe; have
fewer waste problems; in fact, can burn exist-
ing waste. Thorium is so plentiful that it has

been called a “thousand-plus year solution”.
Laker and Zubrowski concede that dan-

gers from nuclear power are overplayed, but
they still cite safety as a strike against it. Yet
its safety record, Chernobyl included, is over-
all better than any other energy technology’s.
The record of hydroelectric power includes
such cases as the Banqiao Dam failure in
1975, which killed over 170,000 people, yet
I’m sure Laker and Zubrowski would say
“better controls” rather than “no hydroelec-
tric”.

They claim that wind, sun, etc. could meet
all energy needs. But 1. that estimate depends
on biomass as their baseload option, and the
supposed carbon-economy of biomass is du-
bious; 2. the web reference they cite does not
give the promised detailed calculation; 3.
prudence suggests developing and testing
the possibilities of many technologies, rather
than a few.

It is not for small socialist groups to pose
as technological experts. We should debunk
the demonisation of nuclear power common
on the left (and not-so-left), but that’s all: I’m
not arguing for any particular high percent-
age of nuclear power in this or that country’s
energy mix.

Laker and Zubrowski’s assumption, how-
ever, seems to be we should suspect nuclear
power more than other technologies because
somehow it is inherently more capitalist, or
more favoured by capitalists: “capitalist gov-
ernments are using nuclear to avoid proper

development of renewable energy”.
Yet wind and solar power capitalists are

not one whit less capitalist than nuclear-
power developers. If anything, the current
government bias is against nuclear power,
because it requires larger lumps of long-term
investment and slower profits. Capitalist
governments stalled nuclear-power develop-
ment for decades after oil prices slumped
again following their 1970s spike. Germany’s
turn away from nuclear power, despite that
country’s relatively development of wind
and solar, has led to increased use of coal.

The chief capitalist threat to renewable
energy development is the drive for frack-
ing and similar fossil-fuel technologies,
motivated by quicker profits.

Martin Thomas, Islington

Ian Allinson is standing as “an experi-
enced workplace activist”, “the grass-
roots socialist candidate”, and “the only
candidate who knows first-hand the expe-
riences and frustrations of our members”.

By contrast, writes Allinson, Len Mc-
Cluskey and Gerard Coyne have both been
“been paid officials of Unite for many years.”
McCluskey stands for “more of the same”
and Coyne stands for “turning the clock
back”.

Allinson rightly criticises the current Unite
leadership for its failure to build a serious
campaign against the Tories’ latest anti-union
laws, its shortcomings in a succession of in-
dustrial disputes, and its concessions to the
ideology of “partnership” with employers.

Allinson also unreservedly defends free-
dom of movement of labour, cites “increasing
the participation and power of workers” as
his “number one priority”, and has promised
to remain on his current wage (i.e. not take
the General Secretary salary of £130,000 a
year).

With the close of nominations imminent,
he has secured just over the 50 nominations
he needs to get onto the ballot paper. But as
he wisely points out: “Some will be disqual-
ified. Keep them coming to ensure a real con-
test.”

If Allinson gets onto the ballot paper — one
should never underestimate the creativity of
Unite’s custodian of the Rulebook (Andrew
Murray) — it will be a good thing. It will
mean that his arguments about Unite’s short-
comings under McCluskey and his alterna-
tive ideas about rank-and-file control will
reach a much wider audience than just the
branches which have considered nominating

him.
That could help open up the debate about

what a lay-member-led union would really
look like and how it would function in prac-
tice — something which does not figure in ei-
ther McCluskey’s or Coyne’s election
material. So far, so good. But there are prob-
lems with Allinson’s election platform and
campaign.

Allinson claims to be a better supporter of
Corbyn than McCluskey. But Allinson is not
even a Labour Party member and has made
clear that he has no intention of joining. 

He advocates “extending Unite’s support
for Jeremy Corbyn”, including “through
Unite’s role in the Labour Party”. What that
means is not spelt out. At a minimum, it must
include encouraging more Unite members to
join the party, which Allinson himself refuses
to join.

Given Allinson’s defence of freedom of
movement of labour, he ought to be critical
of Corbyn (from the left): Corbyn has re-
treated from demanding access to the Single
Market (and the freedom of movement
which goes with it) and has backed the To-

ries’ Brexit Bill.
But Allinson is silent about this. In fact, he

does not seems to have ever spelt out own
position on Brexit. (The group of which
Allinson is a member, RS 21, took no position
on the EU referendum — it was too divided
internally to have done so.)

Allinson campaigns for a million “green
jobs” to help protect the environment, as op-
posed to “costly and destructive vanity proj-
ects”. But he includes in those “vanity
projects” Hinkley Point (although even
George Monbiot sees a role for nuclear
power) and HS2 (which could be developed
into a much more environmentally friendly
project).

Allinson’s proposals for greater lay-mem-
ber-control in Unite certainly provide a basis
for discussion. But they lack a focus. 

Alongside of clear specific demands, such
as the election of officers, there are vague pro-
posals such as “fortnightly e-mail bulletins
(from whom, about what?) to all activists, not
filtered through officers and committees”
and “involving members, officers and staff in
a major review of Unite’s structures”.

So officers should be by-passed when a
fortnightly e-mail is sent out, but participate
in a major review of Unite structures?

Allinson “opposes the exclusion of Com-
munity and retired members from participa-
tion in Unite structures”. This smacks far
more of Jerry-Hicks-style electioneering than
a thought-through analysis of the role of
Community and retired members’ branches.

(In the 2010 and 2013 General Secretary
elections Hicks ran shamelessly opportunist
campaigns, to pick up both right and left
votes. The most damning statement in
Allinson’s election material is surely: “In pre-
vious Unite elections, Jerry Hicks, standing
on a similar basis to me ….”)

In order to justify his own candidacy,
Allinson refers to previous Unite General

Secretary elections “when left challengers
beat the right.” But 2013 was a straight clash
between McCluskey and Hicks (i.e. no right-
wing candidate, although Hicks certainly
picked up votes from the ex-Amicus right).
In 2010 Hicks came second to McCluskey —
but only because two right-wing candidates
split the right vote.

And when Mark Serwotka beat Hugh Lan-
ning to become PCS General Secretary in
2000, which Allinson also cites, it was a
straight left-right clash.

Allinson is not always consistent in his cri-
tique of McCluskey and Coyne. McCluskey’s
defeat and Coyne’s victory would be “a dis-
aster for Unite,” writes Allinson. But he also
argues that there is no real difference be-
tween them: “Far from my candidacy split-
ting the left vote, McCluskey and Coyne are
splitting the establishment vote.”

At the same time, Allinson declares that if
he was not standing himself, he would vote
for McCluskey: “There will be some mem-
bers who will support me who would sup-
port McCluskey if there were no better
option. I would be one of those members my-
self.”

In fact, the real problem confronting
Allinson is a different one. Because there is a
worse option (Coyne), members who would
otherwise support Allinson, or at least be
sympathetic to his ideas, are more likely to
vote for McCluskey in a first-past-the-post
poll. The shortcomings of Allinson’s cam-
paign, especially in the context of the threat
posed by Coyne, outweigh the case for vot-
ing for him.

Even so, the argument at the core of
Allinson’s campaign is the right one: for a
member-led union in place of a bureau-
cracy-led union which pretends to be a
member-led one. And that is a message
which needs to be pursued beyond the
current election campaign.

Ian Allinson

Burst Banqiao Dam

LETTERS

Dale Street assesses Ian Allinson’s
campaign to become Unite General
Secretary

COMMENT Email your letters to solidarity@workersliberty.org4

Ian Allinson — an inconsistent critic

It was good to see a report (Solidarity
429) about the demonstration at UC
Berkeley which prevented the appear-
ance on campus of Milo Yiannopoulos, a
senior editor of the far-right Breitbart
website.

But it is important to clarify and stress this
was not a victory for the kind of “no plat-
forming” informed by independent working
class politics. Members of the “black bloc”
group were able to dismantle police barri-
cades around the Student Union building
and, by throwing rocks, fireworks and petrol
bombs, cause considerable damage to it and
to the Amazon shop on its first floor.

The 1500 peaceful protestors, almost all of
them Berkeley students, did not support or
protect these “black bloc” actions. If any-
thing, the protest was hijacked and the pro-

testers used as cover. “Liberals get the bullet
too” read one of the spray-painted messages
left behind.

The “black bloc” arrive tooled up (for ex-
ample with baseball bats wrapped in barbed
wire) on the frequent demonstrations and
protests in the East Bay area, where the
Berkeley campus is, and particularly in the
city of Oakland nearby. Sometimes members
are arrested: records indicate that many do
not come from Oakland but from the outer
suburbs of the Bay Area, home to middle
class whites. The group forges no links with
organised labour.

The morning after the demonstration
against Yiannopoulos, Latino and Latina
janitors were clearing up the mess on
campus.

Patrick Yarker, Norfolk

Nuclear power is not a capitalist plot

Black bloc and anti-Trump protests



On 8 February 2017, the Government said
it will transfer just 350 more unaccompa-
nied children from refugee camps in
France, Greece and Italy to live in the UK.
This is only 10% of the number that they
had previously committed to. 

This announcement represents a hardening
of attitudes against immigration in the wake
of the Brexit referendum vote, setting up a
disturbing trajectory which could end with
the virtual exclusion of all refugees even un-
accompanied children, some of the most vul-
nerable.

In May 2016, then Prime Minister David
Cameron had agreed to Lord Dubs’ amend-
ment to the Immigration Bill which called for
3,000 children to come. Dubs revised his tar-
get to say the UK should take a “specified
number” of lone children, the number to be
agreed later in discussion with local authori-
ties. But, certainly, Dubs’ expectation was
that the figure would be around 3,000.

Alf Dubs, a Labour peer, was himself saved
from Nazi-occupied Czechoslovakia in 1938
as part of the “Kindertransport” that rescued
and brought 10,000 Jewish children to the UK
from areas of Europe under Nazi control.

A total of 900 children were brought to the
UK from Calais in 2016, 200 under the “Dubs
amendment”. Most came, under a different
regulation, to join immediate family mem-
bers.

Announcing the Government’s decision,
Home Secretary Amber Rudd said that local
authorities do not have the capacity to take
any more children. She also disgracefully ar-
gued that the scheme was a lure to traffickers.
If the problem is traffickers, deal with traf-
fickers, don’t punish children! 

The Government’s announcement must be

fought. The Dubs scheme itself represents
only a small part of what should be done to
help refugee children and their families
across the world. But it should be supported.

In Calais alone, since the French authorities
have closed down the notorious ‘Jungle’
camp, Help Refugees estimates that 200 chil-
dren are living in the surrounding woods.
They told the Guardian newspaper: “They
are not in tents because it makes them more
visible to the police; they want to stay secret
and out of sight. But it is quite dangerously
cold. We give out sleeping bags and blankets
at night; when we come back the next day the
blankets are frozen.” 

The Dubs amendment and the Govern-
ment’s backtracking on it demonstrate two
different approaches we can take to our fel-
low humans: we can turn our backs, or we
can recognise and respond to people’s need. 

We must fight the Government and insist
it funds local authorities to take in refugee
children. We must push the Labour Party to
take a far stronger line on this issue.

We must argue back against those who say
the UK is “full up”, who say that refugee chil-
dren, alone or with their families, should stay
put in their home countries, regardless of war
or desperate economic conditions. We must
resist the rising tide of xenophobia.

Socialists fight for a better world without
war or economic hardship. Until we can
bring that world about, socialists should help
refugees from war and economic hardship,
and fight against the prejudice and national-
ism that would stop them seeking sanctuary!

A campaign to get the Government to
re-open the Dubs scheme has been
launched. The charity Help Refugees is
mounting a legal challenge. Dubs deliv-
ered a 50,000-signature petition to the
Prime Minister on 12 February. There will
be a demonstration at Downing Street at
2pm on Saturday 25 February.

A world with no
place for children
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On Tuesday 7 February the Brexit Bill
passed its third reading in parliament by
494 votes to 122. Fifty-two Labour MPs
broke the whip and voted against Brexit.

This is not a left-right split in the Labour
Party, nor was it a calculated attempt to
oust Corbyn by anti-Corbyn MPs. Solidarity
argued that Labour should vote against Ar-
ticle 50, and we think MPs like Clive Lewis
were right to vote against.

Unfortunately Labour had already stated
in advance that they would vote for the bill
even if the amendments did not pass. All
of Labour’s amendments to the Bill were
defeated, and shamefully five Labour MP’s
even voted against their Party’s amend-
ment seeking to secure the rights of EU mi-
grants — Gisela Stuart, Frank Field, Kate
Hoey, Kelvin Hopkins and Ronnie Camp-
bell. 

A YouGov poll published on the day of
the third reading showed that 45% of peo-
ple who voted Labour in 2015 would be
“pleased” or “delighted” if Labour prom-
ised to reverse Brexit. Only 28% responded
that they wanted to see a “hard Brexit” —
the Brexit it looks like the UK is about to
get.

Corbyn has now declared in a tweet that
the “real fight starts now”, going on to say
that “over next two years Labour will use
every opportunity to ensure Brexit protects
jobs, living standards and the
economy”.The next day Labour Party press
briefings stated that the Tories do not have
a “blank cheque” over Brexit. Except that
Labour had already voted for May’s Bill to
give her precisely a blank cheque.

After the vote Labour’s Deputy Leader
Tom Watson proposed a liberal policy on
inward migration for London combined
with tougher restrictions for the rest of the
county.

This policy makes little sense. How
would such internal controls work? Would
we need borders at the entry points to the
M25 and mainline railways?

Watson’s main game here is to draw at-
tention to the divisions in the Labour Party
on this question — how Labour’s London
MPs in constituencies that voted Remain,
are divided from northern ones where ma-
jorities voted to Leave — so that he can
pose as the man who can heal divisions. 

It’s a bit late for that — it’s no great secret
that Watson has worsened division in
Labour by seeking to undermine Jeremy
Corbyn’s leadership.

The government has said that the Brexit
deal will be put before Parliament at the
end of the two-year period. However it in-
sists that any deal with be presented as
take-it-or-leave it, with no opportunity to
amend or send the government back to ne-
gotiations. An extension to the two-year ne-
gotiations could be sought but the
government would have to ask, and it
would have to be agreed by all 27 EU mem-
ber states — an unlikely scenario. The al-
ternative to voting for the deal could only
be no-deal scenario where World Trade Or-
ganisation rules become the default.

Labour needs to reject nonsense
ideas like that put forward by Watson,
and not compromise on migrant rights.
It should argue clearly in favour of rights
everywhere, even where it may be un-
popular, to win people over and pres-
sure the government to keep freedom of
movement.

Labour should
argue for
migrants’ rights

We need to build a left that is open to de-
bate and is serious about self-education.

Our website, including its extensive
archive could help build a different kind
of socialist culture — one where discus-
sion and self-education are cherished.

From Trotskyist newspapers of the
1940s and 50s, to older Marxist classics,
to discussion articles on feminism, na-
tional questions, religion and philosophy
and resources such as guidelines for
Marxist reading groups — it’s all there on
the Workers’ Liberty website.

But to make our archive of real use we
need professional help to make all con-
tent fully integrated, searchable by date
and subject and optimised for mobile
reading. We need to finance a website
co-ordinator to ensure our news cover-
age is up to the minute and shared on so-
cial media. We want to raise £20,000 by
our conference in November 2017. Any
amount will help.

In the last week we raised £300
through new standing orders, bringing
our running total to £931.

Help us raise £20,000

• If you would like to donate by paypal go to www.workersliberty.org/donate
• Or set up an internet bank transfer to “AWL”, account 20047674 at Unity Trust
Bank, Birmingham, 08-60-01 (please email awl@workersliberty.org to notify us
of the payment and what it’s for); or
• Send a cheque payable to “AWL” to AWL, 20E Tower Workshops, Riley Rd,
London SE1 3DG (with a note saying what it’s for).

Take a look at www.workersliberty.org

£931
raised
out of

£20,000

Solidarity 431 will go to press
on 28 February



In October 1917 the Russian working class, led by the
Russian Social Democratic Labour Party (RSDLP, Bolshe-
vik party), took power through their mass, democratic so-
viets (councils). The workers constituted their own state
based on the collective and democratically-organised
armed force of labour, allied with rank-and-file soldiers,
mostly peasants in uniform. 

The Bolshevik party established a workers’ government
that carried out exactly what the workers and peasants de-
manded: an end to the war, land to those who worked it, a
shorter working day and workers’ control over production.
They brought liberation to the oppressed, separating the
church from the state, relaxing marriage and divorce laws,
granting self-determination to nations previously imprisoned
by the Russian empire.

They succeeded in shattering the old bourgeois state, most
notably its army, gendarmerie and old state bureaucracy.
They proceeded to deconstruct capitalist relations of produc-
tion and put in place an economic system where the impera-
tive was social need, not private profit. The story of twelve
months that shook the world, the first time that workers have
taken power and hung onto it for a period of years deserves
to be discussed and assimilated to every modern revolution-
ist’s theoretical arsenal. 

RUSSIA 
Few predicted at the start of 1917 that Russian workers
would finish the year ruling their own state and spark a
worldwide surge for socialism. Yet Russia on the cusp of
1917 was a society rife with contradictions, a tinderbox
ready to blow. In the words of a contemporary “everyone
knew then that the country was living on a volcano”.

By 1917 the conditions for revolution were present. An in-
competent government, a discredited monarch, divisions
within the ruling elite, alienation of wide sections of society
from the regime, deteriorating economic conditions, indus-
trial strikes, extreme war-weariness, resentful armed forces,
a revival of activity by revolutionary parties, widespread anx-
ieties and a sense that something had to break soon.

Russia was a backward country, but part of the capitalist
world economy. There were an estimated 160 million people
living within the Russian empire, with 80% peasants. Around
a fifth lived in urban spaces, with thirty cities reaching the
threshold of 100,000 inhabitants. St Petersburg and Moscow
both had around two million people, while Riga, Kiev and
Odessa had half a million each. Russians toiled under the
yoke of the Tsarist absolute monarchy, which forbade even
the limited liberal freedoms found elsewhere in Europe and
whose secret police (the Okhrana) and its Siberian prisons re-
pressed those who raised their hands against the regime.

Russian economy and society was subject to the most ex-
treme pressures from what Trotsky called the laws of uneven
and combined development. Economically, politically and so-
cially Russia consisted of “the most primitive beginnings and
the latest European endings”. In the three decades before the
revolution, imperial Russia underwent an industrial revolu-
tion. Spurred by pressure from the capitalist world economy
and sponsored by the Tsarist state, foreign and domestic cap-
ital jump-started a modern mode of production. At the centre
of these contradictory processes were the workers, “thrown
into the factory cauldron snatched directly from the plough”. 

The working class consisted of about 3.5 million factory and
mine workers (with over 400,000 in St Petersburg and
Moscow), together with construction workers, railway work-
ers, dockers and various kinds of wage labourers. In all, about
18.5 million workers, or 10% of the population. It was a di-
verse working class, with more than 100 different ethnicities

(including about twenty major nationalities) of widely differ-
ing size, culture, language, beliefs and economic develop-
ment.

Working-class struggles erupted in these industrialised
areas from the 1870s onwards. In June 1896 there was a mass
strike movement in St Petersburg. Then in 1905 workers rose
in revolution as part of a wider social protest including liberal
bourgeois forces criticising the Tsar. Workers drove the move-
ment. Three million took part in strikes. They organise soviets
— democratic workers’ councils — based on workplaces in
towns and cities, with directly elected, recallable representa-
tives and loquacious assemblies.

The revolt forced the autocracy to concede a toothless par-
liament (the Duma) and make some limited reforms. But it
soon resorted to repression, beating down the peasants and
workers, driving their organisations underground, without
ever extinguishing the fire. In the first six months of 1914,
some 1.3 million factory workers alone took strike action. Re-
pressed and atomised by wartime conditions, they rose again
with almost a million strikers in 1916. 

Nationalist fever swept Russia on the outbreak of war,
throwing back the working class movement. The capital St
Petersburg was renamed Petrograd to make it sound less
“German”, although anti-war socialists kept using the old
name. The fighting took a terrible toll on the Russian popula-
tion, after fifteen million people were drafted into the army.
By the end of 1916, Russia had lost about 5.7 million soldiers,
3.6 million of them dead or seriously wounded, with the rest
prisoners of war. There was seething discontent at the front,
with the death penalty used for deserters. In the rear, the Pet-
rograd garrison had about 180,000 troops, with another
150,000 in the surrounding suburbs and some two million in
total. Soldiers, conscripted peasants and workers in uniform,
yearned for peace.

In the first two months of 1917, over half a million workers
took strike action, the lion’s share of them in the capital. In
spite of police raids, on 9 January 150,000 workers went on
strike in the capital, led by metal-workers.

On the 14 February, the day the Duma opened, about 90,000
were on strike in Petrograd and several plants stopped work
in Moscow. Hundreds of university students, ignoring threats
by the police, marched down the Nevsky Prospect in the cap-
ital singing revolutionary songs. Bread rationing was intro-
duced, sparking queues and the sacking of some bakeries.
These were “the heat lightnings of the revolution, coming in
a few days”. On 22 February, bosses locked out workers at the
Putilov plant, throwing 30,000 onto the streets. The prologue
to revolution was over.

POLITICAL FORCES 
At the start of 1917 an autocracy ruled, although when
the tsar took control of the army during the war, the gov-
ernment was left to Tsarina Alexandra and her mystical
adviser Grigori Rasputin.

The largest forces in the Duma were the constitutional
monarchist Octobrist party of Alexander Guchkov and
Mikhail Rodzianko, the liberal bourgeois Constitutional De-
mocrats (Kadets) led by Pavel Miliukov, and the bourgeois-
liberal Progressist Party led by Ivan Efremov, Alexander
Konovalov and Pavel Riabushinskii. During the war, even
these forces of order become a focal point of opposition to the
imperial regime.

The forces of the left were savagely repressed and existed
legally only through a small number of representatives in the
Duma and in some semi-legal trade unions. The largest party
was the Socialist Revolutionaries (SRs), a populist party with
roots in the earlier Narodnik (people’s) revolutionary move-
ment, who considered themselves the union of the intelli-
gentsia, the workers and the peasants. The Labour Group
(Trudoviks), a peasant party, had ten deputies in the Duma,
including Aleksandr Kerensky. The other main forces claimed
the mantle of the Russian Social Democratic Labour Party
(RSDLP).

In the underground, SRs played a significant role in build-
ing trade unions, cooperatives, cultural-educational societies

The events of 1905 were a prologue to the two revo-
lutions of 1917, that of February and that of October.
In the prologue all the elements of the drama were in-
cluded, but not carried through.

The Russo-Japanese war had made Tsarism totter.
Against the background of a mass movement the liberal
bourgeoisie had frightened the monarchy with its oppo-
sition. The workers had organised independently of the
bourgeoisie, and in opposition to it, in soviets, a form of
organisation then first called into being. 

Peasant uprisings to seize the land occurred through-
out vast stretches of the country. Not only the peasants,
but also the revolutionary parts of the army tended to-
ward the soviets, which at the moment of highest tension
openly disputed the power with the monarchy.

However, all the revolutionary forces were then going
into action for the first time, lacking experience and con-
fidence. The liberals demonstratively backed away from
the revolution exactly at the moment when it became
clear that to shake Tsarism would not be enough, it must
be overthrown. This sharp break of the bourgeoisie with
the people, in which the bourgeoisie carried with it con-
siderable circles of the democratic intelligentsia, made it
easier for the monarchy to differentiate within the army,
separating out the loyal units, and to make a bloody set-
tlement with the workers and peasants. Although with a
few broken ribs, Tsarism came out of the experience of
1905 alive and strong enough.

What changed in eleven years? The bourgeoisie became
economically more powerful, but its power rested on a
higher concentration of industry and an increased pre-
dominance of foreign capital. Impressed by the lessons of
1905, the bourgeoisie had become more conservative and
suspicious. The relative weight of the petty and middle
bourgeoisie, insignificant before, had fallen still lower.
The democratic intelligentsia generally speaking had no
firm social support whatever.

In these circumstances only the youthful proletariat
could give the peasantry a programme, a banner and
leadership. The gigantic tasks thus presented to the pro-
letariat gave rise to a urgent necessity for a special revo-
lutionary organisation capable of quickly getting hold of
the popular masses and making them ready for revolu-
tionary action under the leadership of the workers.

Thus the soviets of 1905 developed gigantically in 1917.
That the soviets, we may remark here, are not a mere
child of the historical backwardness of Russia, but a prod-
uct of her combined development, is indicated by the fact
that the proletariat of the most industrial country, Ger-
many, at the time of its revolutionary high point — 1918
to 1919 — could find no other form of organisation.

The revolution of 1917 still had as its immediate task
the overthrow of the bureaucratic monarchy, but in dis-
tinction from the older bourgeois revolutions, the decisive
force now was a new class formed on the basis of a con-
centrated industry, and armed with new organisations,
new methods of struggle.

The law of combined development here emerges in
its extreme expression: starting with the overthrow of
a decayed mediaeval structure, the revolution in the
course of a few months placed the proletariat and the
Communist Party in power.

Continuing a series of extracts from Leon Trotsky’s
History of the Russian Revolution. Here Trotsky
explains how the 1905 revolution — a popular revolt
against the Tsar — was a “dress rehearsal” for the
events of 1917.

23 February marks the hundredth anniversary of the
opening of the Russian revolution of 1917. This extract
from Paul Vernadsky’s forthcoming book on the
revolution describes the background and opening
events — the democratic revolution, ousting the Tsar,
which would eventual lead to a workers’ revolution.

More online at www.workersliberty.org @workerslibertyWorkers’ Liberty
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and other workers’ organisations. The memoirist Nikolai
Sukhanov, who shifted from the SRs to social democracy, es-
timated that the SRs had the allegiance of one-third of the
working class before the First World War. 

The SRs were divided into factions and suffered splits, such
as the SR-Maximalists. The right supported the Tsar’s gov-
ernment in the world war, while the left led by Maria Spiri-
donova and Mark Natanson opposed the conflict. Victor
Chernov was the leading theorist of the party, but represented
the party centre and was politically weak. The SR leaders
were mostly in exile at the outbreak of revolution and much
of their loose organisation was in disarray. Nevertheless, it
represented a significant force in the Russian revolution.

The RSDLP was formed in 1898 on the model of the Ger-
man Social Democratic Party. “Social democrat” at that time
meant a socialist strongly influenced by Marxist ideas and in
Russia, by the specific Marxist ideas of George Plekhanov
(Populists, too, read Marx). However at the second congress
in 1903, held in exile, the party split into two factions: the Bol-
sheviks (derived from the Russian for majority) led by Lenin,
and the Mensheviks (minority), headed by Julius Martov.
These factions reunited within the RSDLP in 1906-07, but di-
verged after the Tsarist regime re-established itself and sub-
sequently divided for good. Social democrats disagreed about
issues such as the character of the next revolution, about
whether to “liquidate” the party into a broad labour congress
and over “otzovism” (recall-ism), withdrawing from attempts
to work in the Duma and other legal organisations and con-
centrating exclusively on underground work. 

These splits deepened from 1912 as working class militancy
revived and was further extended at the outbreak of war, de-
spite attempts by conciliators to unify the factions. Some Men-
shevik liquidationists supported the war, whilst Menshevik
internationalists opposed it. Lenin favoured defeatism for
Russia (in a reactionary imperialist war revolutionaries
should consider the defeat of their “own” government the
lesser evil), while Trotsky took a more straightforward inter-
nationalist position, promoting slogans for peace. Within Rus-
sia the pro-war factions worked in the workers’ group of the
war industries committee, while Bolsheviks, the interdistrict
committee (Mezhraoinka) and other social democrats man-
aged to carry on the class struggle from their strongholds in
the Vyborg district of Petrograd and the giant Putilov factory. 

There were also a small number of Russian anarchists either
in exile or active with the country. The anarchist-communists
took their inspiration from Mikhail Bakunin and Peter
Kropotkin, advocating free federation of communes, while
the anarcho-syndicalists looked to workplace organisation
(and some individualist-anarchists rejected all forms of or-
ganisation). Anarchists took part with social democrats and
SRs in fomenting strikes, distributing leaflets and agitating
for the downfall of the regime.

Thursday 23 February was international women’s day in
the Russian calendar (some 13 days behind the system used
in the rest of Europe, where it was 8 March).

Revolutionaries had planned demonstrations and strikes
for this socialist festival, but the day was transformed by
protests by working-class women, angry that after working
for twelve hours they had to wait in food lines with no guar-
antee of getting any bread or provisions. Throngs of militant
women workers marched on the large factories across Petro-
grad and brought out 90,000 workers to join the demonstra-
tions on that day.

Factory activists organised strike committees and called for
the continuation of strikes on Friday 24 February. Some
200,000 workers come on strike in Petrograd, about half the
industrial workforce. Besides calling for “Bread!” workers
raise slogans such as “Down with autocracy!” “Down with
the war!” It was a popular revolt.

On Saturday 25 February, a general strike kicked off in Pet-
rograd. The police shot at protesters and revolutionists were
arrested. The strikes spread wider, with a quarter of a million
workers involved. Larger numbers of students and middle-
class elements swelled the demonstrations. Students from
Petrograd university and the various technical institutes
abandoned their studies for the streets. Women faced down
soldiers with bayonets, urging them to join the protests.
Clashes with the police escalated, and the demand went up
to “Disarm the pharaohs!”

SOLDIERS
On Sunday 26 February Tsar Nicholas dissolved the state
Duma and ordered soldiers to suppress the protests. But
Cossack soldiers, long feared by the revolutionaries,
winked to indicate their sympathy with the demonstra-
tors – the forces of coercion were no longer willing to re-
press. Tens of thousands of workers were on the streets.

Captain Lashkevich ordered the Petrograd-based Volynskii
regiment to use sabres and whips to disperse the crowd and
then after the warning bugle, ordered soldiers to fire into the
crowds. Chastened soldiers debated the killings in their bar-
racks overnight and the following day they rebelled. They
shot their commanding officer — the same Lashkevich who
had ordered firing on the crowds the day before. 

On Monday 27 February the revolution reached its zenith.
The temporary committee of the state Duma, headed by
Rodzianko, was formed with a specific goal “to restore
order”. But the workers were not finished. Apparently at the
suggestion of the Menshevik liquidator Fedor Cherevanin,
prominent representatives of the trade-union and co-opera-
tive movements together with leftist Duma deputies met to
call for a soviet of workers’ deputies to be formed. The Petro-
grad soviet was reconstituted that evening. The Duma com-
mittee and the Petrograd soviet met in opposite wings of the
Tauride Palace, the meeting place of the state Duma, which
became the physical focal point of the revolution. 

Tsarism had been effectively ousted and dual power (dvo-
evlastie) was being created, whereby a provisional govern-
ment replaced the fallen autocracy but was “weak to the point
of impotence”. Effective power lay in the hands of the soviets.

Petrograd bore the brunt of the fighting in the February rev-
olution. The Petrograd city council estimated the numbers
killed, wounded and injured at 1,315, of whom 53 were offi-
cers, 602 soldiers, 73 policemen and 587 citizens of both sexes.

Who led the February revolution? The sympathetic Amer-
ican historian William Chamberlin described the collapse of
the Romanov autocracy as “one of the most leaderless, spon-
taneous, anonymous revolutions of all times”, while Stalin’s
Short Course claimed the credit entirely for the Bolsheviks.
Neither view stands up to scrutiny. Historian Michael Melan-
con provides copious evidence for socialist agency and lead-
ership of the February revolution, but from a diverse and
multifaceted range of organisations. 

Despite constant repression, by autumn 1916 revolutionary
leaders of various socialist groups had begun to coordinate
their activities, because they considered the situation to be
revolutionary. During February 1917 an all-socialist leader-
ship group met regularly and continued to do so throughout
the protests. Because of differences in outlook, “the left social-
ists also maintained a separate informational group and the
socialist Duma faction performed the same role for the mod-
erates”. They encouraged demonstrations for bread and at-
tempted to transform these into revolutionary uprisings. All
agreed on the overall immediate goal of overthrowing
tsarism, although differences in goals and tactics remained.

As international women’s day approached, the all-socialist
group met but could not agree on slogans. The left socialists,
especially the SRs, Left Mensheviks, Mezhraionka and Bol-
shevik groups pushed for the demonstrations on 23 February,
a socialist holiday. The right socialists, “still smarting at the
defeat of their plans as regards the opening of the state Duma
on 14 February, were hesitant”. Socialists intervened on 23
February to prolong and deepen the protests. They “issued
leaflets, led factory strikes and demonstrations in the streets,
held meetings at all levels, including of the joint socialist
groups, and agreed on slogans to be used each day”. By the
25 February, the right socialists joined the movement and
began to urge the election of soviets. 

On 27 February a group of right socialists, including the SR
Kerensky and the Mensheviks Matvei Skobelev and Nikolai
Chkheidze, with others, formed the provisional executive
committee of the soviet and issued calls for factories and sol-
diers to send elected deputies to the Tauride Palace. Mean-
while, left socialists issued leaflets urging the movement
forward to full revolution. But the rightists prevailed and by
evening the soviet executive committee was elected, replicat-
ing the composition of the joint socialist group and transform-
ing itself into a proto-government. 

Socialists had no specific plans in advance to launch revo-
lutionary disturbances on 23 February and bring them to
fruition on 27 February. What they did have, was “an orien-
tation to promote strikes and demonstrations and, if they
showed promise, to prolong them and push them toward rev-
olution. Direct and organised socialist involvement and inter-
vention occurred at every single stage”.

On 2 March the Tsar abdicated, as did his nominated suc-
cessor Grand Duke Mikhail a day later. The first provisional
government was formed by the provisional committee of the
Duma, with Prince Georgi Lvov as minister-president and a
cabinet including Miliukov (Kadet) as minister of foreign af-
fairs, Guchkov (Octobrist) as minister of war and Konovalov
(Progressist) as minister of trade. It was supported by the Pet-
rograd soviet leaders and Kerensky was made minister of jus-
tice.

On 3 March the provisional government announced the
revolution to the world by radio and installed itself in the
Marinskii Palace. 

The revolution began on International Working Women’s Day (23 February by the old calendar). Banners protest food shortages

The Russian Revolution:
when workers took
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This book by Paul vernadsky
brings together original Marxist
perspectives with a wide range of scholarship.
Coming soon. Available to pre-order for £8.
www.workersliberty.org/books
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I wanted also to counter the lies and mis-
information which are widely repeated by
sectarian elements on the Left who wish
to turn Momentum from a broad alliance
it was intended to be, seeking to maintain
the broad centre-left coalition that elected
Jeremy Corbyn to support his administra-
tion, democratise the party along the lines
long advocated by CLPD, and help Labour
win elections into a hard-Left organisation
reminiscent of the LRC designed to put
pressure on Jeremy from the left.

There has been no “coup” within Momen-
tum, though there had been an attempt over
the last year by various Trotskyist and other
sectarian organisations to use Momentum
local groups, often at the cost of driving away
non-aligned activists, as a basis for seizing
control of regional networks and the former
national committee of Momentum.

It became very clear how wide the dispar-
ity had become between these bodies and the
membership of Momentum from the survey
conducted in conjunction with a pre-Christ-
mas message from Jeremy Corbyn. That left
the national steering group of Momentum a

stark choice: 
• We could battle for two months in the

run up to a planned national delegate confer-
ence narrowly foisted on the national com-
mittee — with some delegates who disagreed
being forced to vote in favour in spite of hav-
ing been elected by STV in order to preserve
the pluralism of regional representatives,
which would inevitably have undermined ef-
forts to maximise left representation at this
year’s conference, support local Momentum
activists in preparing for CLP AGMs, and
mobilise for by-elections and a possible early
general election.

• We could avoid this internal battle, by
calling immediate elections for a new na-
tional body based on a new constitution re-
flecting the wishes of members as revealed in
the survey and circulated for agreement of
members in the way we would have had to
do at some point anyway.

The Steering Group chose the latter by
seven votes to two with one active abstention
and two who did not express a preference.
The Steering Group then dissolved itself and
the national committee whose self-imposed
expiry date had in any case passed six
months earlier.

The minority of the steering group and the
half of national committee who had individ-
ually preferred the other course then set
about misrepresenting the decision and vili-
fying those who were party to it. I have per-
sonally been subjected to appalling abuse to
which it is difficult to respond without sim-
ply perpetuating their attempt to personalise
“blame” for the alleged wrongs of which they
unfairly accuse me.

I regret that Martin [Thomas] has chosen to

act in this way. I have worked with him within
CLPD since the early 1980s. I have done so be-
cause he and his colleagues from Socialist Or-
ganiser as his organisation was originally
known, showed a genuine commitment to
CLPD they never showed to the LRC or any
other left organisations in which they pursued
the opportunistic self-interested methods we
are used to from all Trotskyist sects. 

The slates he lists [for the new Momentum
NCG] are, in fact, those organised by Socialist
Organiser’s successor, the Alliance for Work-
ers’ Liberty, an organisation that was regis-
tered with the Electoral Commission as a
separate political party until eleven days
after the election of Jeremy Corbyn as leader,
though they have now made the tactical de-
cision to back close fellow travellers and
some well-known activists rather than their

own full members for these elections.
I notice that Martin has never charged

CLPD with a lack of activist democracy in
spite of the fact that, since he and I got ac-
tively involved in CLPD, I think there has
only ever been one contested election for the
CLPD executive — in 1983 when we were
both on the same slate, a division I later came
to regret. Vladimir rightly put the effective-
ness of the organisation and the contribution
of people to its work first. Like Momentum,
CLPD is an organisation which seeks to de-
mocratise the Labour Party, not to operate
like a party-within-a-party. 

Similarly, Vladimir was determined for
CLPD to reach out to the centre of the
party, since without doing so we would in-
evitably lose. The same is true for Mo-
mentum now.

This explanation by Jon Lansman of
recent events in Momentum was
circulated in the Campaign for Labour
Party Democracy. Since it contains
nothing confidential, and is the only
political explanation available from the
Momentum leadership other than the
article by Christine Shawcroft in Labour
Briefing (Feb 2017), which we replied to
last week, we reprint it here.

A debate about Momentum
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Maintaining the centre-left coalition

By Martin Thomas
Jon Lansman identifies “sectarian ele-
ments” almost entirely with us (“Trotsky-
ists”), but at the same time finds these
“sectarians” so numerous among Mo-
mentum’s 21,000 members that the clash
can be resolved only by abolishing Mo-
mentum democracy.

At stake here is no “sectarianism” of ours,
but the issue of what socialism is and how it
can be won. The liberation of the working
class can be won only by a vivid movement
where each participant is a lively contributor
with her or his own ideas; which is full of
bouncy debate; in which even the deepest
prejudices and the most revered leaders are
subject to question.

In a new movement like Momentum, we
have reasoned patiently and tactfully, rather
than bloviating.

Yet Momentum would have contributed
more, not less, if it had actively promoted a
left Remain vote, free movement across bor-
ders, opposition to Trident renewal. It would
be stronger now if its national office as well
as its local groups had campaigned in sup-
port of workers’ disputes like at Picture-
house, and for the NHS.

It would have done better if (as we urged)
it had organised a presence at Labour confer-

ence 2016. It would be healthier if it had had
a proper discussion on left antisemitism (in
which Jon Lansman and we would have been
broadly on the same side), rather than trying
to quell the issue administratively.

All those things are not “sectarian”
caprices, but would have happened if Mo-
mentum had been allowed to develop “nor-
mally”, democratically.

The “hard left” will ally with the centre
where we can, as we did in the early 1980s;
but to ally with the centre, rather than just
being part of it, we must have our own ideas,
our own criteria.

We have not “driven away non-aligned ac-
tivists”! Some people have stopped attending
Momentum meetings. But not because of po-
litical debate. Rather, because so many meet-
ings have been dominated by bureaucratic
obstruction and battles against it. (The con-
ference cancelled by the 10 January coup had
been agreed in outline as far back as the Feb-
ruary 2016 Momentum NC).

Part of Jon Lansman’s thinking seems to be
panic. He brands us an alien sect because we
were registered with the Electoral Commis-
sion up to 2015. Yet the old ILP stood candi-
dates (latterly, only a few) up to 1974, and
then was admitted into the Labour Party in
1975 without fuss. Jon Lansman himself,
rightly, at the Momentum-sponsored event

The World Transformed in September last
year, proposed that the Green Party be in-
vited to join the Labour Party en bloc.

TWT promoted, and was sponsored by, the
Morning Star, paper of the Communist Party
of Britain (still registered with the Electoral
Commission), yet banned literature stalls
from radical-left groups within the Labour
Party.

No-one has disputed the report from
Suzanne Gannon (a Momentum member
who disagrees with us on much) of a speaker
from the Momentum office saying that they
thought they “had to” do the 10 January coup
to stop Momentum being instantly pro-
scribed by Labour Party officialdom. But
“Trot-hunting” will increase the appetite of
the Compliance Unit, not sate it.

CONSTRUCTIVE
Jon Lansman recognises that we have
been constructive in CLPD. 

He worked with us harmoniously in the
Labour Party Democracy Task Force of 2010-
1, and the campaign against the Collins Re-
view, too. We work constructively in many
other campaigns, union branches, workplace
groups, strike committees.

We haven’t suddenly become hellions.
Rather, Jon Lansman and his associates —
plunged out of their depth, I think, by the

scale of the Corbyn surge, and too susceptible
to pressure from Stalinist-minded sections of
the Leader’s Office and union hierarchies —
have wasted potential by fearing to let Mo-
mentum be more than a phone-banking and
vote-mobilising database, regulated so as not
to be too left-wing.

The new imposed constitution is out of line
even with the (heavily manipulated) online
survey over Christmas. That suggested deci-
sions by online voting of all members. Under
the new constitution, online votes can
scarcely even stall office decisions in extreme
cases. Real power rests with the office and
with a seldom-meeting “coordinating group”
in which only 12 out of 28 or 32 places are
elected by Momentum members.

10 January was a coup. Imagine its ana-
logue in general politics: Theresa May de-
clares that, on the strength of a 50%-plus-one
majority got in an hour’s emailing round the
Cabinet, she is abolishing Cabinet, Parlia-
ment, and an imminent general election in
favour of office rule plus a future “coordinat-
ing group” in which elected citizens’ repre-
sentatives are a minority. Or, if that’s too
much, imagine the analogue in any other left
movement.

Despite it all, Momentum’s local groups
will continue to organise, and I don’t think
the panic-stricken officials can stop them.

Panic makes for bad politics

A CLPD demonstration in 1975 for the deselection of Reg Prentice



By Liam Conway
Despite evidence of rising racism, as well
as the likelihood of severe cuts to working
class standards of living, the two main left
groups in the UK continue to peddle much
the same nonsense about Brexit as they
did during the referendum.

The Socialist Party editorial of 1 February
focuses on the Brexit “nightmare for the cap-
italist establishment in Britain”. It is as if the
pending dismantling of rights and current
rise in xenophobia did not exist. 

The Socialist Party interpret a YouGov poll
showing 57% support for leaving the EU sin-
gle market and 56% support for leaving the
European Customs Union as evidence of
“deep disillusionment with the capitalist es-
tablishment and an enormous accumulation
of anger at endless austerity”. This is a dan-
gerous fantasy that ignores the serious work
needed in working class communities such
as Kirkby in Ashfield, where I teach, to
counter the view that migrants are the prob-
lem rather than capitalism and the Tories.

They repeat the old line about Corbyn fail-
ing to support Lexit meaning “the interna-
tionalist case for exit was not heard by the
majority of the population”. They add, quite
insultingly, that many of “those who have

joined Labour to back Corbyn have only
heard the right-wing, nationalist arguments
against the EU put by Ukip, Boris Johnson
and their ilk.” 

They condemn Blairite MPs for supporting
“the EU single market… an agreement be-
tween the different capitalist classes of Eu-
rope to create the largest possible market in
order to maximise their ability to exploit the
working classes of Europe. The single market
is based on the ‘four freedoms’ of the free
movement of goods, services, capital and
labour.”

But the “four freedoms” so-called are not
the decisive means by which capital exploits
labour. In a socialist society we would cer-
tainly be in favour of at least three of those.
These freedoms are only beneficial to capital-
ism in proportion to their ability to gain po-
litical hegemony via the likes of anti-union
laws, wage cuts, attacks on conditions, un-
dermining public services and privatisation.

The Socialist Party’s negative view of cap-
italism’s desire to “create the largest possible
market based on the freedom of movement
of goods, services, capital and labour” is in
stark contrast to Marx’s positive view of this
same process. Marx says that the capitalist
class “keeps more and more doing away with
the scattered state of the population, of the
means of production, and of property. It has
agglomerated population, centralised the
means of production, and has concentrated
property in a few hands. The necessary con-

sequence of this was political centralisation.
Independent, or but loosely connected
provinces, with separate interests, laws, gov-
ernments, and systems of taxation, became
lumped together into one nation, with one
government, one code of laws, one national
class-interest, one frontier, and one customs-
tariff.”. Can it be the case that not a single
member of their editorial board has read the
Communist Manifesto?

Talk of the EU being “about freedom for
big business to exploit us rather than real
freedom” completely ignores the potential of
the organised working class across the EU to
defend itself from such attacks, just as it does
in a single state, except with the benefit of or-
ganising with other workers across borders,
challenging class rule and racism at one and
the same time. 

The Socialist Party editorial finishes in a
flourish, demanding that Corbyn “campaign
clearly for a workers’ Brexit which is socialist
and internationalist, around a programme to
defend and improve the lives of the major-
ity”. But what if these demands are not con-
ceded? 

In the Socialist Review section of the SWP’s
website an article by Joseph Choonara rightly
defends freedom of movement and criticises
Theresa May for claiming that free move-
ment undermines wages. They appear to
have moved on somewhat from Charlie Kim-
ber’s analysis last year in which he identified
the vote to leave as being essentially a rejec-

tion of the establishment by the working
class. 

Instead of recognising and explaining their
mistake on the likely racist outcome of a vote
to leave the EU (otherwise why set up Stand
Up to Racism?), Socialist Worker want to “set
out a different vision of Brexit favouring
working class interests.” This translates as
opposition to the “neoliberal single market”
as opposed to the neoliberal “take back con-
trol” capitalism of the Tory right. But, says
Choonara, “our priorities are to break with
austerity, secure protections for workers and
the environment, and reverse the privatisa-
tions that go hand in hand with corporate
globalisation.” Where is this on offer in any
form of Brexit? 

To avoid difficult questions on how a
worker-friendly Brexit can be achieved they
revert to stressing the centrality of immediate
campaigns. And the most urgent immediate
issue, is the “fight over racism”. No shit Jack!
Isn’t that the fight over racism generated by
the Brexit vote and the rise of the populist
right of which it is an example?

It is good that the Stand Up to Racism
demo will stress the “defence of the three mil-
lion EU migrants living here” and that we
should argue “for the retention of the right to
free movement, even in its current limited
form.” 

But hasn’t the referendum result made
this more difficult to do?

THE LEFT

100 years of jazz on record
By Jim Denham
It was fortunate for both jazz and the
phonograph industry that their emer-
gence co-incided: the improvisational
music that is jazz was caught in its early
days by the phonograph, and jazz repaid
the industry a million times over in sales
of music that owed its existence to early
jazz.

It is generally accepted that the first jazz
records were made in New York on 26 Feb-
ruary, 1917. The band was the Original Dix-
ieland Jazz (or “Jass”) Band from New
Orleans, and the records were ‘Livery Stable
Blues’ and ‘Dixie Jass Band One-Step’, which
were released as the two sides of a 78 rpm
record on 7 March 1917 which became a mil-
lion-seller. So far, so good. But at this point,
race enters the story and makes matters dif-
ficult.

Because the Original Dixieland Jazz Band
(or ODJB) were, indeed, from New Orleans
— the recognised birthplace of jazz — but
were white. It is generally accepted that jazz
is primarily an African-American art form, so
surely the fact that the first jazz records were
made by five white guys is a practical
demonstration of racism, even in the fore-
most art-form developed by African-Ameri-
cans?

Well, maybe: but even disregarding the
(unsubstantiated) legend that the black/cre-
ole trumpeter Freddie Keppard turned down
a recording deal (on the grounds that rivals
would steal his stuff) in 1916, before the
ODJB recorded, there is no evidence that the
Victor Talking Machine Company was moti-
vated by racism when it recorded ODJB for
the first time. Shortly afterwards black or
Creole jazz groups led by Kid Ory (1922),

King Oliver (1923) and Jelly Roll Morton
(1923) began making records, which are gen-
erally considered far superior to ODJB’s ef-
forts.

The spurious race issue has been further
exacerbated by preposterous rants over the
years from ODJB leader and trumpet/cor-
netist Nick La Rocca, claiming that he and
ODJB had “invented” jazz and that black mu-
sicians has stolen from them. La Rocca’s
racism has antagonised jazz lovers ever since,
and contributed to a general consensus in
which ODJB are down-graded as little more
than a comedy act who struck lucky and hap-
pened to make the first (supposed) jazz
records.

Philip Larkin, not often cited as an anti-
racist, wrote this about La Rocca’s claims (as
repeated uncritically in The Story Of The Orig-
inal Dixieland Jazz Band by H.O.Brunn): “Mr
Brunn’s thesis that the ODJB ‘invented’ jazz
out of a kind of instrumental ragtime is put
forward mainly by the staggering trick of
completely omitting all reference to contem-
porary Negro New Orleans performers such
as Bolden, Oliver, Bunk Johnson or Keppard.
No reader of this book would suspect that the
Negroes had anything to do with jazz at all.
Can this be the official Southern view?”

So was ODJB actually any good, and are its
records (still widely available on CD) worth
listening to? I have to admit that I can only
listen to the ODJB as an exercise in musical
archaeology — something that I wouldn’t say
about King Oliver’s Creole Band, Jelly Roll
Morton’s Red Hot Peppers, Armstrong’s Hot
Fives and Sevens, or, indeed, the white New
Orleans Rhythm Kings who started record-
ing in 1923 — all these early bands sound
fresh and exciting in a way that the rickety-
tick rhythms and novelty-effects of the ODJB

simply do not.
And yet ... the ODJB was made up of good

musicians. Clarinettist Larry Shields was a
fine and surprisingly sensitive musician, who
influenced Benny Goodman and was re-
spected by black and creole contemporaries,
while drummer Tony Sparbaro (later Spargo)
was a top-rank percussionist who could hold
his own alongside the best black drummers
of the day (also the only member of the orig-
inal ODJB lineup to stay active in jazz into the
1950s). Even the much-scorned La Rocca can
lay claim to having influenced the great Bix
Beiderbecke; as Richard M. Sudhalter (in his
monumental account of white jazz, ‘Lost
Chords’) writes: “Visiting Bix in 1931, his old
friend Dick Turner found him bitter and dis-
illusioned, complaining that life had passed
him by, that there was no one on whom he

could depend — and that hot music held no
further charms for him. ‘Hell,’ he told Turner,
‘there are only two musicians I’d go across
the road to hear now, that’s Louis and La
Rocca’.”

And talking of the great Armstrong, it’s
worth remembering that his early record col-
lection included discs by Caruso, Al Jolson ...
and the ODJB, whose ‘Tiger Rag’ made a last-
ing impression on the young man and was
part of his repertoire throughout his career.
Louis even went so far as to state (in his first
autobiography Satchmo): “Between you and
me it’s still the best” (i.e. the ODJB version of
the tune). 

So, although I’m no great fan of the
ODJB, I have to acknowledge their place
in jazz history — and, in any case, who am
I to gainsay Louis Armstrong? 
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How to fight the Labour right

By Keith Road
The Labour Party has 600,000
members and Momentum has
20,000. That should be good
news for the activist left in the
party.

Certainly, if the left organises on
the scale it did for the two leader-
ship elections that delivered ma-
jorities for Corbyn, then it should
be capable of making real progress
in other Labour internal elections,
in getting through positive rule
changes which would strengthen
and democratise the Party.

However it would be foolish to
discount the organisational
strength of the Labour right and its
ability mobilise. That’s particularly
a problem because the fall-out and
demoralisation arising from the
“coup” in Momentum (the aboli-
tion of existing committees and im-
position of a structure) has knocked
the left’s organisational ability — at
least for now.

Labour First, a self-styled “mod-
erate group”, continues to work
with Progress to organise within
local Labour Parties, and they have
been well prepared for internal
elections and selections. 

At last year’s Labour Party con-
ference they were much more effec-
tively organised than the left, even
if formally their numbers are much
smaller than Corbyn supporters.

The right want to demoralise the
often more experienced left. They
will have no scruple about using
Labour’s current poor polling — 16
points behind the Tories — and
media speculation about potential
leadership challenges that the right.

In the Guardian (13 February)
Matthew D’Ancona declared,
“There is no shortage of talent
among the party’s centrists. But
where is the coordination, the
focus, the rage for victory? At a mo-
ment of maximum danger – and
opportunity – they are barely ready
for a game of rock, paper, scissors,
let alone a battle to the ideological
death.”

D’Ancona’s article is an attempt
to galvanise the right into taking
action now and preparing for a fu-
ture leadership contest. 

The huge potential of left support

that arose out of the leadership
elections should be able to stop the
right, but the left has to up its game
and ensure that activists are pre-
pared to fight locally for both so-
cialist policies and for democratic
procedures across the board. 

This is not an attack on work al-
ready being done. This is about
recognising the scale of our difficul-
ties, and suggesting the Labour left
urgently needs a discussion on
strategies and tactics to strengthen
our position. The left also needs to
our own democratic organisations.
The networking conference organ-
ised by activists in Momentum for
11 March will be an opportunity to
discuss all of these issues.

The building of functioning
wards, constituency Young Labour
groups and other Labour forums as
well as active Momentum groups
are two ways our movement can be
organised. One problem (of many)
with the Momentum coup is that
local groups are not seen as the core
part of the organisation.

TRANSPARENCY
To have an active, interventionist
movement fit to fight the right,
you need transparency and ac-
countability. Relying on the func-
tioning of “inner circles” and
those in the know, no matter
how good their discussions, will
not build an open, strong left.

In dealing with the right we are
not taking on new, inexperienced
activists. That is another reason
why we need strong structures and
open debate. We need a lot of polit-
ical preparation, to arm ourselves
with arguments for the fight ahead.

Almost 40 years ago similar de-
bates were being had around in the
Rank and File Mobilising Commit-
tee, an organisation that drew to-
gether most of the organisations of
the Labour left, and some unions to
democratise the Labour Party. At
the height of its success it and the
Campaign for Labour Party
Democracy helped to push through
the electoral college structure that
would elect the Labour leader up
until the Collins review abolished
these structures.

In an article from that time, John
Bloxam, the RFMC Secretary, took
on the arguments about why a
democratic movement is essential
to win against the Tories. These ar-

guments are relevant now.

Speaking at Mobilising Commit-
tee meetings round the country, I
have come across one argument
again and again. Won’t the dis-
putes over democracy divert from
the fight against the Tories?

Sometimes it is a cynical argu-
ment from opponents or reform,
But sometimes it expresses gen-
uine concern. What do we need to
fight the Tories effectively? 

A bigger and more active mem-
bership in the Labour Party (and
the trade unions).

A clear policy to mobilise mass
action against the Tories

Confidence that we can replace
the Tories with a Government that
really bases itself on the demands,
the needs and the struggles of the
labour movement.

Without democracy, we will get
none of these... How can Labour be
an effective united force against
the Tories if our supposed leaders
are lining up with the other side?
All our parliamentary leaders at
least make general speeches
against the cuts, But how much
credibility can Labour have to
fight the cuts when everyone
knows the last Labour government
cut £8 bn, making itself ‘account-
able’ to the IMF rather than work-
ing class?

We need a Labour Party where
policy is seriously debated in the
confidence that decisions will ac-
tually be carried out. Activists
must be able to join the Party
knowing that they will not just be
the foot-sloggers for Parliamen-
tary careerists or time-servers who
ignore the rank and file. They
must be able to join knowing that
the resolutions they debate and
pass will lead to action, not just to
overcrowding in the waster-paper
baskets. There can be no effective
fight against the Tories without a
fight against those who obstruct
anti-Tory action, and against the
undemocratic practices and struc-
tures which slow down struggles
or dissolve them in a mess of cyn-
icism and betrayal.

We need to be able to fight
for policies with the confi-
dence that we have a move-
ment that will carry them
out.

Today one class, the working class, lives by selling its
labour power to another, the capitalist class, which owns
the means of production. 
The capitalists’ control over the economy and their relentless
drive to increase their wealth causes poverty, unemployment,
the blighting of lives by overwork, imperialism, the destruction
of the environment and much else.
Against the accumulated wealth and power of the capitalists,
the working class must unite to struggle against capitalist
power in the workplace and in wider society.
The Alliance for Workers’ Liberty wants socialist revolution:
collective ownership of industry and services, workers’ control,
and a democracy much fuller than the present system, with
elected representatives recallable at any time and an end to
bureaucrats’ and managers’ privileges.
We fight for trade unions and the Labour Party to break with
“social partnership” with the bosses and to militantly assert
working-class interests.
In workplaces, trade unions, and Labour organisations;
among students; in local campaigns; on the left and in
wider political alliances we stand for:
• Independent working-class representation in politics.
• A workers’ government, based on and accountable to the
labour movement.
• A workers’ charter of trade union rights — to organise, to
strike, to picket effectively, and to take solidarity action.
• Taxation of the rich to fund decent public services, homes,
education and jobs for all.
• A workers’ movement that fights all forms of oppression.
Full equality for women, and social provision to free women
from domestic labour. For reproductive justice: free abortion on
demand; the right to choose when and whether to have
children. Full equality for lesbian, gay, bisexual and
transgender people. Black and white workers’ unity against
racism.
• Open borders.
• Global solidarity against global capital — workers
everywhere have more in common with each other than with
their capitalist or Stalinist rulers.
• Democracy at every level of society, from the smallest
workplace or community to global social
organisation.
• Equal rights for all nations, against
imperialists and predators big and small.
• Maximum left unity in action, and
openness in debate.

If you agree with us, please take some
copies of Solidarity to sell — and join us!

@workerslibertyWorkers’ LibertyMore online at www.workersliberty.org
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Where we stand

Events
Monday 20 February
Mass lobby of Parliament for
the rights of EU citizens in the
UK
2.30pm, Parliament, London
bit.ly/2kLNbZC
Defend migrants, stop Trump
6pm, Parliament, London
bit.ly/2kIYbtU

Saturday 25 February
Demonstrate for a Living Wage
for Picture House workers
From 12 noon, Leicester Square,
London, WC2H 7DE
bit.ly/2kGvqdM

Saturday 4 March
National demonstration for the
NHS
12 noon, Tavistock square, Lon-
don, WC1H 9HW
bit.ly/2h9wgBe

Tuesday 28 March
Stand up for Choice fundraiser
for London Irish Abortion
Rights Campaign
7.30pm, London Irish Centre,
Camden.
bit.ly/2ktrRqp

Saturday 6 May
New Unionism conference
A one day conference to discuss
the history of new unionism and
its legacy.
11-5 pm, London

Thursday 29 June-
Sunday 2 July
1917-2017: Ideas for Freedom.
A festival of socialist ideas and
leftwing discussion, hosted by
Workers’ Liberty.
bit.ly/2kmVSNv



By Dale Street and Martin
Corby
Ten employees of the Equality
and Human Rights Commission
(EHRC) were sacked with imme-
diate effect on Thursday 9 Feb-
ruary by email — whilst they
were on strike!

They were told to come into
work the next day to clear their
desks.

PCS and Unite members were
taking part in the first of five days
of strikes in the latest round of ac-
tion against compulsory redundan-
cies. The stated reason for their
dismissals was redundancy — de-
spite the availability of 30 vacancies
in the EHRC.

In the civil service and govern-
ment agencies it is unprecedented
for employees under notice of re-
dundancy to be dismissed en
masse with immediate effect.
Under civil service rules you have
to be given three months notice of
a compulsory redundancy, effec-
tively giving you time to look for
another civil service job. EHRC
have decided to pay the notice pe-
riod in lieu rather than let the indi-
viduals work the notice. There is
precedent for this but only with
union agreement. Without agree-
ment this is unprecedented and, to
be frank, a provocation. If EHRC
get away with this, this will happen
in other parts of the civil service.

Irony is clearly not lost on the
EHRC — trade unionists, disabled
members of staff, and BAME mem-
bers have been disproportionately
represented in the 10 compulsory
redundancies.

The PCS and Unite have pointed
out to the EHRC that suitable alter-
native employment to which the

employees at risk of redundancy
could be redeployed is available
amongst the current 30 vacancies. 

But none of the dismissed em-
ployees were offered any of these
vacancies — or training to ensure
that they could carry out the vacant
roles — before they were dis-
missed. 

Now that they have been paid in
lieu of notice — although none of
those dismissed had requested or
agreed to this — they are no longer
EHRC employees and therefore no
longer eligible to be redeployed
into the vacancies.

At short notice, protests against
the sackings were organised in
London, Glasgow, Manchester and
Birmingham at lunchtime on Fri-
day 10 February. Over a hundred
turned up to the protest in Glas-
gow, with big contingents from the
PCS itself and from the GMB,
though oddly not Unite even
though they represent workers in-
volved in the dispute.

The EHRC will certainly face
claims for unfair dismissal as a re-

sult of the sackings. But trade union
and industrial action pressure also
needs to be maintained and in-
creased.

PCS used to have a policy that
one compulsory redundancy
would trigger a national ballot. It
was our line in the sand – An injury
to one is an injury to all. However
one NEC member said on social
media that a national ballot would
be ″industrial suicide″ — so much
for an ″effective campaigning lead-
ership″.

This is one of the many reasons
why PCS members should elect a
new Independent Left leadership
in the NEC elections in April.

Further strikes had already
been scheduled for 1st March,
20th March, 18th April and 17th
May. 

• Send messages of support to
londonbargaining@pcs.org.uk
• Tweet to @savetheehrc
• Donate to the PCS PSG Hard-
ship Fund (sort code: 608301; ac-
count number: 2015124).

Sacked while on strike!

By Neil Laker
Over 180 workers at Manchester
Metropolitan University’s Crewe
site have been put at risk of
compulsory redundancy through
management plans to close the
campus. 

The institution, which has £378.9
million in reserves, cited financial
problems in its justification of the
decision. The recent history of
higher education tells us that once
restructuring such as this takes
place, it becomes the opening to
further management aggression.

In response the local UCU branch
has held its largest ever meeting,
which raised confidence for fight-
ing against the cuts. They are un-
dertaking a consultative ballot of
the membership to gauge appetite
for industrial action -- which was
strong amongst those at the meet-
ing. Last Friday they held a lobby
of the MMU Board of Governors
meeting. Morale was strong, with a
good attendance of reps of different
campuses and faculties. 

However an obvious weakness
of the campaign is that there were
very few students in attendance.
Union activists must do more to
reach out to those they teach and to
the student activist left, such as
those in Manchester Labour Stu-
dents, which has a small presence
at MMU. During the industrial dis-
putes at the University of Manches-
ter last year, student support was
crucial for building confidence and
for escalation; in the second dispute
of the year, a battle to save catering
jobs, the student-staff alliance and
disruption of management meet-

ings was pivotal to the union vic-
tory. 

A further weakness is that Uni-
son, which organises amongst the
lower paid workers at Crewe, is far
behind UCU in responding to the
closure. Indeed in the earlier dis-
pute down the road at UoM last
year, the regional bureaucracy of
UCU constrained a live strike ballot
on the grounds that the unions
which they organise alongside on
the campus had not balloted. 

Fortunately there is time and
appetite yet to prevent a repeat
of that betrayal. 

By a PCS activist
After months of secrecy, the
Department for Work and Pen-
sions (DWP) announced on 26
January plans for large scale
closures. 108 sites are to be
closed by March 2018, while a
further 40 could be closed at a
later date, affecting almost 6000
jobs.

These closures will have a sig-
nificant impact on workers, on
DWP customers and on the wider
community.

The proposals include:
78 out of 714 Job centres to close

,with work and staff transferring
to the nearest job centres

18 of these fall outside the crite-
ria of 2 to 3 miles distance or 20
minutes by public transport from
the old site to the new site.

A further 80 Job centres to be co-
located with local authority prem-
ises 

30 out of 150 Back of House Op-
erational sites to close (e.g. Child
Maintenance Group, pensions
centres, benefit processing and
contact centres)

Corporate centre hubs to be lim-
ited to six, with two current corpo-
rate centre sites closing. 

A further 40 Back of House Op-
erational sites have been labelled
transitional sites, which means
their future is only secure for the
next three years, or five years for
six of the 40 sites.

18 sites where DWP is unable to
make an announcement as com-
mercial negotiations have not yet
concluded.

Closing over 10% of Jobcentres
will impact on claimants, espe-
cially as many of those identified
for closure are in areas of high un-

employment and social depriva-
tion. It is likely to cause serious
difficulties for claimants who will
have to travel further to visit their
Jobcentre, incurring increased
costs they can ill afford, dispropor-
tionately affecting disabled
claimants and claimants with car-
ing responsibilities, and increasing
the risk of being late and therefore
the risk of sanctions.

The DWP claim that the world
has changed and many people use
digital channels to communicate
with government. However evi-
dence shows many claimants still
prefer to talk to a person rather
than trust a machine to handle
their claim. A significant number
will also be unable to use digital
channels due to lack of access or of
IT skills.

Some parts of the country that
have been disproportionally af-
fected by these job centre an-
nouncements. For example,
Glasgow has already seen propos-
als to halve the number of jobcen-
tres serving the city. London and
the Home counties also has 24
proposed Jobcentre closures – a
third of the total.

The DWP have refused to give
assurances of no compulsory re-
dundancies. While some staff may
be able to be redeployed to an-
other nearby DWP site or other
government departments, for
many this will not be possible,
leaving redundancy as the only al-
ternative. 

The impact on service users
is likely to be far greater than
the impact on staff. Clearly PCS
should support branches that
wish to take action over clo-
sures but, initially the emphasis
of the campaign should be on
services.    

University threatens campus closure

EHRC workers protest in Glasgow on Friday 10 February

Mass Job Centre
closures

Rail union RMT has declared a
dispute with Arriva North (who
run Northern) over a failure to
provide assurances over the
safety critical role of the guard
on the train.

The union is now preparing to
ballot its members. RMT General
Secretary Mick Cash said: “The
union’s position on Driver Only

Operation (DOO) is perfectly clear.
We will not agree to any extensions
of DOO and will fight to retain the
safety critical role of the guard and
to keep a guard on the train.”

There has long been a threat of
DOO imposition on Northern,
one of many attacks on the role
of guards on trains across the
country.

DOO fight at Northern
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By Gemma Short and
Simon Leser
The largest cinema workers’
strike in British history hap-
pened on Saturday 11 February.
Workers at four Picturehouse
sites in London struck, including
Picturehouse′s flagship cinema
near Piccadilly Circus.

Workers at the Ritzy in Brixton,
Picturehouse Central, Hackney
and Crouch End walked out at
2pm. Workers at all four sites were
greeted when they walked out by
supporters and staff who had not
been working in the morning. This
was the first strike for workers at
Crouch End and Picturehouse
Central, who joined those at the
Ritzy and Hackney when workers
were re-balloted earlier this
month.

Workers are on strike for the
London Living Wage, sick pay,
maternity/paternity pay and
union recognition. Wages vary
across the Picturehouse chain but
none currently pays the Living
Wage Foundation rate (£9.75 an
hour). Picturehouse continues to
refuse to negotiate with the work-
ers′ union, the Bectu section of
Prospect. It is clear Picturehouse
wants to stand firm on not recog-
nising a union. They fear their
workers′ continuing ability to col-
lectively organise.

During the strike the Ritzy cin-
ema was completely closed, while
a combination of head office man-
agement, workers on their proba-
tionary period and workers

shipped in from Cineworld cine-
mas were used to keep the other
three sites open. However confi-
dent picketing by workers resulted
in many potential customers being
turned away, and many who had
already bought tickets online de-
manding a refund from the cin-
ema. Bosses were clearly annoyed
by this and attempted to intimi-
date workers who were picketing
— bosses even called the police to
keep an eye on the picket at
Crouch End. Disappointingly
some union staff were also giving
pickets incorrect advice about
picketing laws, and tried to dis-
courage pickets from turning cus-
tomers away at the doors.

Labour′s London Mayor Sadiq
Khan has written to Moshe Grei-
dinger, the chief executive of
Cineworld (the owner of Picture-
house) calling for Picturehouse to
pay its staff the London Living
Wage. In his letter Khan said: “I
am concerned therefore to read re-
ports of an ongoing dispute relat-
ing to the Living Wage in your
Picturehouse subsidiary ... The
London Living Wage (LLW) is a
voluntary floor to earnings which
has my full support. As Mayor of
London, I strongly support the
LLW campaign.″

At the Bafta awards ceremony
on Sunday 12 February ′I, Daniel
Blake′ director Ken Loach stopped
on the red carpet to talk to and
take photos with Picturehouse
strikers, and wore a ″living staff,
living wage″ badge whilst receiv-
ing his award.

Picturehouse workers and

their supporters will be holding
a demonstration on 25 February
in central London. They will start
at the Empire cinema, Leicester
Square, which Picturehouse has
recently bought, before going
on a tour of central London cin-
emas.

• Sign the petition:
change.org/p/picturehouse-pay-
proper
• Join the demonstration on 25
February: bit.ly/2jXQsIU
• Donate to the strike fund:

bit.ly/2dFl9KL
Join the demonstration!

For a living wage! Support the
Picturehouse strike!
Saturday 25 February

12 noon, Leicester Square
bit.ly/2jXQsIU

020 7394 8923
solidarity@
workersliberty.org
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